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Ranger Riding In 
A Navajo Raine Story by JACKSON COLE 

 
Three stage holdups have Sheriff Dunn mystified 

until a lawman’s six-guns blast out a solution! 
 

OZING in the saddle, “Navajo 
Tom” Raine, Arizona Territorial 
ranger, thought he must be dreaming 

when he heard the woman’s too-shrill 
laughter. The ranger blinked at the stage 
road that curved ahead of Wampum, his 
magnificent blue roan gelding. A full moon 
bathed treeless ridges and deep, crooked 
gulches that fell away on either side of the 
road, softening the harsh contours of the 
rough, lonely land. Raine grinned wryly, 

deciding that he certainly had been dreaming 
when he thought he heard a woman 
laughing. He yawned, started to relax. Then 
he snapped erect with a jerk. 

“By gosh, I’m not dreamin’ this time!” 
he exclaimed. 

The sound had come again, shrill and too 
gay, yet unmistakably a woman’s laughter. 
Then the riddle was solved, quickly and 
simply, when Wampum rounded a sharp 
curve. The road made its last steep drop 
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here, going down to the level floor of the 
desert. Raine saw a house, brightly lighted 
despite the late hour, situated in the mouth of 
a gulch at the base of the hill. The road ran 
in front of the house, very close. 

“Blazes!” the ranger muttered, halting 
Wampum. “Cap Mossman said for me to get 
to Loma Oro and see Sheriff Sam Dunn 
without anybody knowin’ that I’m around 
here.” 

Raine took the Stetson off his head, 
scowling thoughtfully as he considered the 
situation. The hat was heavy, for low around 
the crown of it was a string of silver 
ornaments, each set with turquoise. The 
matched six-shooters that rode the big 
ranger’s muscular thighs had grips of 
flawless turquoise, too. Those Navajo-made 
trappings, and the heavy black hair he wore 
cropped off just enough to keep the ends 
from touching his shoulders, often caused 
strangers to mistake Raine for a stalwart 
young Indian. 

But after a look at the ranger’s eyes, even 
a stranger would know that there was no 
Indian blood in his veins. Raine’s eyes were 
as green as jade, contrasting sharply with the 
mahogany brown which the desert sun had 
colored his hawkish features. 

“Looks like all we can do is poke off into 
this gulch and swing around behind that 
place, Wampum,” the ranger grumbled. “If 
we’re seen passin’ along the road, some 
hospitable galoot might want us to come in 
and join the party.”  

But was there actually a party going on 
at the lonely place beside the road? Raine 
wondered about it more and more as he 
worked down into the gulch. Now and then 
he heard a man laugh, but a woman seemed 
to be laughing most of the time. Suddenly 
curious, Raine prowled in closer to the 
lighted house.  

“No fiddle music or anything like that,” 
he mused. 

 

E HALTED when he saw a clearing 
that had been made to accommodate 

the house, barn and other buildings. Raine 
stared towards the house, hearing the 
woman’s laughter ring out, high and shrill. 
He saw her then, standing on one end of a 
roofless porch that faced the road. And at 
almost the same instant, Raine saw the man, 
sprinting up and down the gulch. 

“Nate, if you only knew how silly you 
look, racing up and down over those rocks!” 
the woman’s voice rang out gaily. 

“Take off your shoes and try this 
barefoot, the way I’m doin’ it, sugar!” Nate 
jeered. 

“Barefoot?” Raine grunted. 
“Fix another drink, Sandra,” Nate called. 

“And get those steaks going, honey.”  
“You must be starved,” Sandra called. 

“After running five miles across the desert 
barefoot, you should have an appetite!” 

Nate spun out of the gulch, going up the 
steep embankment like a flash. He wore 
nothing but short trunks of some dark color, 
and about him was a springy power that 
reminded Raine of a buck deer’s leaping. 
Nate raced to Sandra, who squealed when he 
swung her clean off the ground and whirled 
with her. Then he put her on her feet again, 
holding her close as he bent, kissing her 
soundly. 

“Think of it, honey!” Nate said finally. 
“One more haul, then it’s bright lights for 
you and me. I can get out in the sun again 
and let my hide take on a decent color!”  

“Maybe, Nate!” the woman said. 
“Aw, quit it, sugar!” Nate laughed. “Me 

and Gus know what we’re doin’. That fat 
pig, Blake Denver, can’t do nothin’ if we 
want to pull out of here.” 

Still chuckling, Nate whirled away, 
racing across the yard and down into the 
gulch. Nate went into a pool with a roaring 
splash, yelping as the cold water struck his 
skin. Sandra crossed the porch, passing from 
Raine’s field of vision. 
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“Beats me!” the ranger muttered. “Why 
in tarnation would a man want to go prancin’ 
around this desert barefoot? He’s evidently 
been at that stunt so long his feet have got 
too tough to feel sand burs or sharp rocks.”  

Raine worked across the gulch to the east 
ridge, then down that to the flat desert. When 
he came to the stage road again he looked 
back at the house. Something about that 
couple back there puzzled him, picked at his 
mind, deviling his imagination.  

“I’d better get my mind on what Cap 
Mossman sent me down here to look into!” 
the big ranger decided aloud. 

He glanced up at the moon, touching 
Wampum’s flanks with dull rowels when he 
realized that it was getting late. The 
powdered caliche in the road shone like 
chalk under the full moon, and Raine 
glanced along that to the blob of dim lights, 
far ahead, that would be Loma Oro. 

“Wish to thunder I was already at Sheriff 
Sam’s house and in bed!” Raine yawned. 

His head drooped, and his eyes closed 
wearily as he rode along. He regretted 
promising Burt Mossman, captain and 
organizer of the Arizona rangers, that he 
would make this last leg of the journey by 
night. Yet he knew that it was the wise thing 
to do. By traveling at night he stood a good 
chance of meeting the Loma Oro sheriff 
without letting anyone else know that a 
ranger had arrived. 

“Maybe Sam Dunn is slippin’,” Raine 
mumbled. 

He was promptly ashamed of even 
thinking such a thing. He had known stocky, 
keen-eyed little old Sam Dunn for years. 
Sheriff Sam was a good lawman, shrewd and 
cool-headed. Yet bandits had stuck up the 
Loma Oro-Agua Frio stage three times 
within the past four months, cold-bloodedly 
murdering a driver and shotgun guard during 
each holdup. Six men, foully murdered! And 
Sheriff Dunn had asked the rangers for help, 
admitting that he had been unable to unearth 

a single clue as to the identity of those 
murderous stage robbers. Raine wondered 
groggily if he would be able to do any better. 
Being an outsider might help. A new man on 
the case, unbiased and on his toes, might 
find some clues. 

“What in thunderation!” Raine’s drowsy 
thinking ended in a yelp of astonishment. 

 
OLTED to full wakefulness by a roar of 
hoofs and men shouting, Raine saw that 

he was on the lip of a broad, shallow wash. 
Riders, down in the wash, were pounding 
towards him, yelling lustily. Then a spear of 
flame stabbed at the ranger from one of the 
leading horsemen, and he flinched violently 
when the bullet brushed his right cheek. 

Raine tumbled from the saddle as if the 
bullet had actually knocked him off his 
horse. Guns palmed, he scuttled backwards 
off the roadway, stopping in a stand of sage 
along the lip of the wash. He sent two slugs 
over the heads of the riders, grinning faintly 
when they went into a whirling tangle. 

“Lay off that shootin’, man!” a voice 
roared. “This is Sam Dunn, sheriff.”  

“Since when did the law start 
bushwhackin’ a man for ridin’ down a public 
road?” Raine countered angrily. 

“I didn’t bust that cap at you!” Sheriff 
Dunn retorted. “Blake Denver done the 
shootin’, and will be held to account if 
you’re hurt. Waltz out of there, now!”  

Blake Denver! Hearing the name sent a 
tingle of excitement along Raine’s nerves. 
He remembered Nate and Sandra, the man 
and woman back at the house beside the 
road, talking about Blake Denver. 

“You do the waltzin’, Dunn!” Raine 
called. “If you’re the sheriff, you and me can 
iron this out, with no hard feelings.”  

“I’d be a fool to go pokin’ up where you 
can get a clear shot at me!” the sheriff called 
out. 

“Hold on, Sam!” a man cried. “After all, 
yuh can’t blame that feller. The way he 
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tumbled off his hoss, Denver’s bullet must 
have pegged him.”  

“Of course I hit that devil!” a deep voice 
said smoothly. “And it’s too bad I didn’t hit 
him dead center. If he isn’t the man who 
tried to flag the stage here this afternoon, 
then why is he threatenin’ our lives now?”  

“Shut up, yuh over-fed whelp!” Sheriff 
Sam Dunn roared angrily. “Dode Carson is 
right. We can’t expect that gent across the 
road, yonder, to be anything but cagy after 
what happened to him. Stay here, the whole 
pack of you!”  

“Sam, goin’ down there alone might be 
dangerous,” a thin, raspy voice spoke up. 
“I’ll side yuh.”  

“Keep the seat of yore pants glued to that 
saddle, Gus Dugger!” the sheriff retorted. 

“Gus Dugger,” Raine muttered under his 
breath. “Wonder if that could be the same 
Gus the couple back yonder at the house 
mentioned?”  

Raine saw the sheriff step out into the 
open, a stocky, square-shouldered man who 
walked with a quick, short stride. Raine 
grinned faintly, remembering the bald-
headed, gray-eyed sheriff well, although he 
could not see the man’s features now, of 
course. 

“Over here, Sam!” Raine called 
guardedly. “And keep your voice down, 
now.”  

“What are yuh drivin’ at?” the sheriff 
snapped. 

“Quiet, man!” Raine growled. “I came I 
here with orders to see you. This is Tom 
Raine, Sam.”  

“Tom Raine!” Sheriff Dunn exclaimed. 
“You hurt, son?”  

“I’m not hurt, Sam,” Raine replied. “But 
Blake Denver’s slug sure did singe my face. 
He might do better if he got another chance, 
so I’ll stay hunkered down here. Who is 
Blake Denver?”  

“Denver is a stock buyer and land 
agent,” the sheriff said. “The fat cuss has an 

office at Loma Oro, and sure seems to make 
a lot of money. I don’t want him or any of 
them other galoots yonder to know a ranger 
is here to give me a hand, I so just stay 
scrooched down in this sage.”  

“Dunn, are yuh all right?” a thin, harsh 
voice yelled from across the road. 

“Of course I’m all right!” the sheriff 
called. “Yuh and them others stay where yuh 
are, Gus Dugger.”  

“Who is Gus Dugger?” Raine asked, 
voice low. 

“Dugger is manager of the stage depot of 
Loma Oro,” the sheriff said gruffly. “He’s as 
batty over Sandra Hosmer as Blake Denver 
is, so it’s a wonder Gus didn’t bust a cap at 
you, too.”  

“Sandra Hosmer?” Raine asked 
guardedly. 

 
UNN pushed back his big hat and 
rubbed his tousled head.  

“Nate Hosmer and his sister, Sandra, 
built a house yonder at the foot of the 
Mustang Mountains, about a year back,” the 
sheriff said nervously. “If you come down 
this road tonight, yuh must have seen the 
house.”  

“Listen, Sam!” the ranger began grimly. 
“If Nate Hosmer and Sandra are brother and 
sister, then I’ll—” 

“We’ll talk later!” the sheriff horned in. 
“Gus Dugger and Blake Denver are so wall-
eyed crazy over Sandra Hosmer they figger 
to make this country safe for her by nabbin’ 
any stranger they find prowlin’ around out 
here, Tom.”  

“So Blake Denver and Gus Dugger claim 
they’re protectin’ their sweetheart by 
jumpin’ on any stranger they find out here in 
the desert, eh?” asked Raine thoughtfully. 

“With them murderin’ stage bandits 
operatin’ around here you can’t blame ‘em, 
Tom!” the sheriff answered. “Her brother 
bein’ bedfast, Sandra needs protection.” 

“You’ve got no idea who the stage 
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bandits are, Sam?” Raine probed. 
“If I had any inklin’ as to who they are I 

wouldn’t have asked Burt Mossman for 
help!” the sheriff snapped.  

“Where were the robberies committed, 
back yonder in the Mustang Mountains?” 
Raine asked. 

“All three of them robberies happened 
right here at this arroyo, Tom!” the sheriff 
said heavily. 

“Here, in the open desert?” Raine echoed 
sharply. 

“Right here!” the sheriff said grimly. “In 
three raids, the bandits have murdered six 
men, and made off with a total of fifty-one 
thousand dollars.”  

“The murderin’ devils!” Raine said 
huskily. 

“Murderin’ devils is right,” the sheriff 
declared. “Not a shot was fired by any of 
those six men who were slaughtered here. 
Yet them raids were pulled in daylight.” 

“Say, now!” Raine exclaimed. “A gang 
of bandits, operatin’ by daylight in this open 
country, couldn’t have jumped those stages 
so sudden that the guards and drivers were 
mowed down before they got off a few 
shots!”  

“Don’t think I haven’t wore sore spots in 
my brain tryin’ to figure that out!” the sheriff 
groaned. “But the most puzzlin’ thing about 
this whole mess, Tom, is the fact that them 
bandits leave absolutely no sign.”  

“What’s that?” Raine asked sharply. 
“It’s the truth, son,” the sheriff declared. 

“The ground here is hard-baked, but plumb 
full of pebbles. Horses, shod or unshod, 
would leave at least some sign, for they’d 
scuff loose the pebbles, here and there. Even 
rabbits and quail leave plenty tracks in this 
sandy wash. But I scoured this country after 
each of them attacks on the stage, and there 
wasn’t a trace of sign anywhere.” 

“No sign, eh?” Raine droned. “Were the 
stages stalled here after the robberies, Sam?” 

“Of course they was stalled!” the sheriff 
said wearily. “Each time, we found the guard 
and driver sprawled out in the road, shot to 
death.  The lines had been wound around the 
foot brake and tied, the way a driver is apt to 
do if he dismounts.” 

“Stages will generally stop and pick up 
anyone who flags ‘em along their route,” 
Raine said slowly. “You sure the bandits 
couldn’t have done that, Sam?”  

“Derned right I’m sure!” the sheriff s 
snorted. “Them Hosmer kids, Nate and 
Sandra, have a lonely time of it out yonder at 
their place, Tom. They dammed up a spring, 
which makes a little lake. The stage drivers, 
goin’ either way, always stop there and 
water their teams. Nate Hosmer can’t leave 
his bed, bein’ so sick. But Sandra never fails 
to go down to the road and chat with the 
stage guards and drivers. I asked Sandra if 
she’d talked with the guards and drivers who 
got murdered here at this wash, and she had. 
She said there wasn’t a passenger on either 
of them stages.”  

“In each of the three robberies, wasn’t 
the strong box rifled and left behind?” Raine 
asked gravely. 

“Derned tootin’ it was!” the sheriff said 
grimly. “Each time, the strong box was 
found layin’ out on top of the cut, over there, 
with the lock shot off of it.” 

 
HE ranger frowned. “And no sign of 
how your bandit got here or got away,” 

Raine mused. 
“Bandit?” the sheriff snorted. “It took a 

bunch of fellers to pull them three murderous 
attacks so quick the guards and drivers 
couldn’t even get in a shot.”  

“Those three robberies and six vicious, 
cold-blooded murders were the work of one 
man, Sam!” Raine said soberly. 

“Pipe dreams!” the sheriff scoffed. “But 
while yuh’re at it, dream me up an answer as 
to how yore lone-wolf bandit gets here, does 
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his dirty deeds, then gets away without 
leavin’ any sign.”  

“The bandit comes here on the stage, as a 
passenger,” Raine said quietly. 

“But I’ve told you that there wasn’t a 
passenger on either of them stages that was 
robbed!” the sheriff said sharply.  

“There was a passenger, though,” Raine 
replied evenly. “The six men he has 
murdered thought they knew him well. He’s 
sure about the last gent around here anybody 
would consider dangerous.”  

“You can’t be doin’ anything by 
guessin’, Tom!” the sheriff muttered. “But 
how do you figger this blood-thirsty galoot 
operates?”  

“He boards the stage as a passenger at a 
certain spot on this road,” Raine said rapidly. 
“When he gets to this point, he suddenly 
starts groanin’ and moanin’, I figger, to give 
the impression that he’s suddenly sick. The 
guards and drivers have piled off the boot 
and run up to the coach door, figurin’ to help 
the ‘sick’ passenger. Mr. Bandit has his gun 
ready when the men come up, and blasts ‘em 
down.” 

“Jumpin’ Jehoshaphat!” the sheriff 
croaked. “Tom, a stunt like that might 
work.” 

“It has worked, three times in a row!” 
Raine said, grimly. “The bandit simply blasts 
his victims down before they have any idea 
they’re in danger. Then Mr. Bandit swings 
up to the top of the stage, picks up the strong 
box, and jumps from the stage to the top of 
that bank yonder, never touchin’ his feet to 
the dusty road where his tracks would 
show.”  

“An active feller could do what you 
claim, I reckon,” the sheriff snorted. “But 
I’ve told you that there hasn’t been any hoss 
used in them robberies, or I’d have found 
sign.” 

“The bandit doesn’t use a horse, Sam,” 
Raine declared. “That murderin’ devil trains 
so hard he can run for miles, no doubt, 

without stoppin’ to rest. The bandit keeps 
out of sandy places where his tracks would 
show, naturally. He travels barefoot, or 
maybe with Indian moccasins on his feet, so 
he sure leaves no sign behind him.”  

“Good gosh, Tom!” The sheriff laughed 
hoarsely. “You had me goin’ along with part 
of what you’ve been sayin’. But that 
barefoot bandit business is too much.”  

“After my daddy, Marshal Powder 
Raine, was murdered by bushwhackers 
durin’ the Tonto Basin War, I ran off to the 
mountains and grew up with the Navajo 
Indians, as you know,” Raine said quietly. “I 
wore moccasins a lot, and still wear ‘em at 
times. I know from experience that a man’s 
feet can get mighty tough.” 

“Tom, you right sure Blake Denver’s 
bullet didn’t leave a couple of good-sized 
holes in yore head?” the sheriff hooted. 

Raine sighed, gave his big shoulders a 
weary kind of shrug. He glanced towards the 
riders across the road, scowling when he saw 
two of them pressing forward. 

“That posse of yours is gettin’ mighty 
fidgety, Sam,” Raine said. 

“Posse, nothin’!” the sheriff grunted. 
“When the stage got into Loma Oro at dusk, 
Joe Moon, the guard, and Reb Sheldon, the 
driver, reported that an old feller with a 
pack-sack on his back tried to flag ‘em 
down, here at this arroyo. I rode out to see if 
I could find that old feller. That bunch, 
yonder, tagged along.”  

“You don’t think that old coot with the 
pack on his back was up to mischief, do 
you?” Raine asked. 

“Heck, no!” the sheriff snorted. “He was 
no doubt just some old drifter or prospector, 
wantin’ a ride to town. But Gus Dugger and 
Blake Denver got all worked up. Fellers in 
love shore are a pest!”  

“Especially when they’re in love with 
their own security!” Raine retorted. 
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HERIFF DUNN evidently did not catch 
the significance of Raine’s remark. He 

was staring across the road, muttering as he 
watched two of the riders walk their horses 
nearer. One of the riders bulked huge in the 
saddle, while the other seemed tall and pretty 
thin. 

“Blake Denver and Gus Dugger are 
edgin’ this way, and I don’t want ‘em to 
know that a ranger is in here to help me, 
Tom!” the sheriff said guardedly. “I’ll get 
that whole bunch of galoots away from here. 
Then you slope on into town, and come to 
my house.”  

“Tell you what, Sam,” Raine said 
quickly. “The night is blamed near done, so 
why don’t you pull out of here with that 
bunch of riders, then ditch ‘em, and come 
back. Meet me at the Hosmer place, about 
sunup.”  

“Say, that’s a good idea, Tom!” the 
sheriff approved. “Sandra and Nate will be 
glad to have you around, soon as they know 
who yuh are and why yuh’re here.”  

“I don’t aim to rush you, but Gus Dugger 
and that Denver galoot are gettin’ too close,” 
Raine said warningly. 

“I’ll see you at the Hosmer place,” the 
sheriff promised. “Only you be careful, Tom. 
Gus Dugger and Blake Denver may quit me 
before I get ‘em tolled all the way to town, 
and come back out here.”  

The sheriff hurried away. The ranger 
remained squatting in the sage, watching him 
cross the road to the waiting men. A moment 
later the cavalcade came out of the sandy 
wash onto the road, the sheriff spurring to a 
lope as he turned his mount towards town. 

“Blast you, Sam Dunn, what’s the idea?” 
Blake Denver’s bass roared. “Us fellers has a 
right to know who that gent is!” 

Raine waited until the riders were well 
down the road, then stood up, reloaded the 
spent chamber in each of his guns, and 
holstered the weapons again. He walked out 
into the road and swung into Wampum’s 

saddle, a cold gleam in his green eyes. 
Raine kept Wampum at a steady lope 

until he was again within sight of the 
Hosmer house, then turned off and climbed 
the ridge on the east side of the gulch. A few 
minutes later the ranger was down in the 
mesquite-choked gulch he had been in 
earlier, freeing his weary mount of gear so 
that it might feed and drink. 

Raine went down through the dense 
thickets on foot, silent as a prowling cougar. 
He stopped at the clearing for a brief 
moment listening to a guitar chording 
accompaniment to a deep baritone voice. 
The Hosmers were in the front part of their 
house, and Raine went across the clearing at 
a run, every sense alert. A moment later he 
was beside a window, peering cautiously 
into a spacious living room that was brightly 
lighted, gay with Navajo rugs, Mexican 
serapes, and heavy furniture that was a little 
gaudy. 

But the big ranger’s green eyes saw the 
clashing colors in the room only briefly. He 
was staring at Nate Hosmer, a sense of 
revulsion sweeping over him. Hosmer, still 
wrenching sobbing chords from a guitar, sat 
slumped on a red plush sofa, a tall 
powerfully muscled man with the deeply 
arched chest and narrow waist of an athlete. 
Hosmer’s face was thin and lean, tallow-
white in contrast with his thick, black hair. 
The top of his left ear was deformed, there 
were scars across his cheek-bones and above 
his shiny black eyes, and his nose was a 
flattened blob above a mouth that was 
battered and lumpy with old scar tissue. 

“An ex-pug, by thunder!” Raine mused 
softly. 

His eyes moved then. Sandra Hosmer 
had walked into the living room from 
another part of the house. She was slim and 
small, as Raine had judged when he saw her 
out in the moonlight, earlier. Her hair was 
the color of spun gold, wavy and soft above 
a small, oval-shaped face. She walked with a 
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brisk, hip-swinging gait affected by 
percentage gals, and carried her bright head 
in a cocky way. She swished across the 
room, a tall glass in each hand. Nate’s 
battered mouth was grinning as he laid the 
guitar aside, sinewy fingers curling around 
one of the glasses. 

“Better take it slow on that one, Nate,” 
Sandra said. “That’s your last drink, 
tonight.” 

“Aw, rats!” Nate grumbled. “You and 
Gus listen to Blake Denver too much.” 

 
ATE raised the glass, took a third of its 
contents in one gulp, then glanced at 

Sandra, who had taken a chair beside a table 
that held a big lamp and a number of books. 

“You’re kind of high now, honey,” she 
said soothingly. “You’ve got to go easy on 
the booze, Nate, or you’ll get out of shape.”  

“What if I do?” Nate scowled. “I ain’t 
kiddin’ when I say this next haul is the last I 
aim to make. Gus thinks I’m right too. But 
you don’t. You want to side with Blake 
Denver?” 

“No, Nate!” the girl wailed. “Why do 
you keep sayin’ I’m on Blake Denver’s side? 
That tricky devil means nothin’ to me, 
honey. But you and Gus do. You’re my 
husband, and Gus is my brother. If somethin’ 
happened to you and Gus—Quick, Nate! 
Riders comin’!” 

The girl’s voice ended on a startled gasp. 
Navajo Raine had already heard the riders 
coming in along the road from the south. He 
flattened against the wall, watching Sandra 
leap to her feet, snatch her glass from the 
table, and pluck the one out of Nate’s 
powerful hand. 

Nate grunted like an animal. He came to 
his feet, black eyes alarmed. He went across 
the living room and into a darkened bedroom 
like an alarmed cougar scudding for cover. 

“Quit gettin’ excited in there!” Blake 
Denver’s deep voice boomed outside. “It’s 
only Gus and me.” 

Horses stopped at the front of the house, 
then boots drummed the porch. A moment 
after that Raine saw the screen door swing 
open, and watched a big, fat man step inside. 
The man’s hair was brick red, and he had a 
broad, pink face with triple chins. His mouth 
looked thick and sullen. There was 
something evil in the glittering hardness of 
his hooded brown eyes. 

“Come out of that bedroom, Nate!” the 
fat man said, and Raine recognized the deep 
voice as Blake Denver’s rough bass. 

Raine’s eyes left Blake Denver then, 
stabbing at a skinny, tow-headed fellow who 
had come through the front door. The tow-
head was hatchet-faced, thin-lipped, and had 
pale blue eyes that jumped nervously in their 
sockets.  

“What’s wrong, Gus?” Sandra Hosmer 
asked sharply. 

“There may be plenty wrong, Sis,” 
skinny Gus Dugger said sharply. 

Nate Hosmer stepped from the dark 
bedroom, battered face scowling as he 
stalked across the room. 

“What’s up?” he asked. 
“Probably nothin’ that should worry us,” 

Blake Denver shrugged. “Gus has been 
jumpy ever since you and him and Sandra 
started whinin’ about quittin’ a game that’ll 
make us rich if we stick to it.”  

“All right, now!” Gus Dugger snapped. 
“Nate, an old man tried to flag the stage at 
that big wash, west of here, this afternoon. 
Sheriff Dunn went out lookin’ for the old 
cuss. Me and Blake and several other fellers 
tagged along. A couple hours ago, Blake 
took a shot at a gent who come ridin’ along 
the road, there at the wash. The sheriff got 
off where the rest of us couldn’t hear what 
was said, and had a talk with the man Blake 
shot at. The sheriff won’t say who that feller 
is.”  

“We ain’t got nothin’ to worry about,” 
Blake Denver rumbled. “But we will play 

 N
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safe. Sandra, you and Nate will have to clear 
out of here for a while.”  

“Why should Sandra and me clear out?” 
Hosmer snorted. 

“You block-head!” Denver sneered. 
“That man I shot at tonight could be a 
detective hired by the insurance company 
that had to make good the money we got in 
them three stage jobs!”  

“I’ve been out-smartin’ the blasted law a 
long time!” Nate Hosmer jeered. 

“This is different, Nate,” Gus Dugger 
said. “If a detective got to snoopin’, he’d 
catch you doin’ your barefoot trainin’ runs at 
night. Let anybody find out you ain’t the 
half-dead lunger you’re supposed to be, and 
we’ll all be in trouble!”  

“Gus is right, Nate!” Sandra said 
nervously. “I’ll pack a few things. It is 
almost morning, but if we hurry—Look 
out!” 

Sandra Hosmer shrieked the warning, 
staring towards the front door. The three 
men in the room whirled, then froze in 
goggling astonishment. 

Navajo Raine stood there in the open 
door, dark face wooden, green eyes cold and 
bright. 

“A derned cat-footed Injun!” Gus 
Dugger gulped. “Wonder how long that buck 
has been hangin’ around here?”  

“Too long, I’d guess!” Blake Denver 
roared. 

 
ENVER was boldly reaching for a gun 
as he spoke. He flipped the pistol from 

a hip holster under the tail of his black coat, 
a murderous gleam in his hooded eyes. 
Brown hands suddenly moving with a skill 
gained by long practice, Raine palmed his 
turquoise butted .45s, flame and smoke 
gushing from the muzzle of the gun that 
came into his right hand. 

Blake Denver rocked drunkenly, howling 
in pain. The pistol slid from his pudgy fist, 
thumping the floor. He cursed in a choked 

whisper, staring at the bone-deep gash 
Raine’s bullet had made across the top edge 
of his wrist. 

“Hold it, Dugger!” Raine’s voice lashed 
out. 

Dugger let a half drawn six-shooter skid 
back into holster, pale eyes bulging. 

“Yuh ain’t no Injun!” he croaked. 
“I’m Navajo Tom Raine, Arizona 

ranger!” Raine said flatly. 
“The law!” Nate Hosmer growled, 

crouching. 
“Hold it, Nate!” Blake Denver yelled. 
“What’s the matter with you?” Nate 

glared. “You heard this Raine snoop admit 
he’s the law, didn’t you?”  

“Shut up, and let me handle this!” 
Denver choked. 

“Step away from that gun you dropped, 
Denver,” Raine ordered. “You, Gus Dugger, 
shed that gun belt you’re wearin’.”  

Gus Dugger whined through his nose, 
but unbuckled the gun-weighted belt and let 
it thump the floor. 

“Now move over beside Nate and Sandra 
Hosmer,” Raine told him. “You get over 
there, too, Denver.” 

Gus Dugger obeyed readily, but Blake 
Denver hesitated, casting a sly glance down 
at the gun he had dropped. 

“What’s the idea in tryin’ to run over us 
folks, Raine?” the fat stock buyer stalled. 

“None of you are bein’ run over,” Raine 
said flatly. “But the whole bunch of you are 
under arrest, so take orders without any more 
back talk.”  

“Arrest?” Sandra Hosmer and her 
brother, Gus Dugger, gasped in the same 
startled breath. 

“Leave me at him!” Nate Hosmer 
growled. 

Sandra tightened her grip on her 
husband’s arm. Gus Dugger grabbed Nate 
Hosmer’s other arm. 

“Nate, you fool!” Blake Denver bawled. 
“Don’t let Raine’s talk stampede you.” 

D 
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“Your talk has put a noose around Nate’s 
neck!” Raine snapped at the fat man. “Move 
on over here.”  

“What do you mean, my talk has put 
Nate’s neck in a noose?” Blake Denver 
sneered. 

He glanced down at the gun on the floor 
again, then, shrugged and waddled over to 
stand beside Gus Dugger, who was still 
hanging to Nate Hosmer’s powerful right 
arm. 

“You’re obviously the schemer behind 
this setup here, Denver,” Raine said bluntly. 

“What setup?” Blake Denver sneered. 
“You dreamed up this stunt of havin’ 

Nate and Sandra pose as brother and sister,” 
Raine charged. “You and Gus let on that you 
were both sparkin’ Sandra. But you came 
here to plot crimes!” 

“What a pipe dream!” Blake Denver 
laughed. 

“The stage drivers stop here to water 
their teams every day,” Raine droned. “Any 
time Nate wanted to ride to town, they gladly 
obliged. He probably shuffled out to the 
stages in oversized clothes, and the guards 
and drivers felt mighty sorry for the poor, 
sick fellow.”  

Sandra Hosmer’s face was chalky white 
now. Raine could see that she was shaking 
violently as she stared at him. Gus Dugger 
was pale, too. 

Nate Hosmer’s face was sweat-streaked, 
his black eyes cold and measuring as he 
watched Raine. 

But Blake Denver seemed as sure of 
himself as ever. He flicked a handkerchief 
from a coat pocket, calmly winding it around 
his injured wrist. 

“Piffle and bosh, Raine!” the fat man 
said airily. “It so happens that Nate can 
prove he never has gone to Loma Oro on a 
stage since he and Sandra moved out here.” 

 
LAKE DENVER’S denial did not affect 
the Arizona Ranger.  

“Nate probably never has gone to town 
on a stage, at that,” Raine said. “But he 
started towards town by stage, three times. 
He began carryin’ on like he was mighty 
sick each time, just as the stage approached 
that big wash, west of here. When the guards 
and drivers stopped the coaches and went to 
see what ailed their passenger, Nate blasted 
them down before the poor devils knew what 
was coming.”  

“Prove anything like that!” Blake Denver 
challenged.  

“I aim to prove it,” Raine told him 
calmly. “I also aim to prove that Gus 
Dugger, as manager of the Lorna Oro stage 
station, knew when there was money coming 
down from the north. Nate Hosmer murdered 
six men in cold blood during three robberies 
that netted fifty-one-thousand dollars. But 
you and Gus Dugger are just as guilty of 
those murders and robberies as Hosmer is!” 

“Sandra, you and Nate and Gus watch 
yourselves, now!” Blake Denver said 
sharply. “Raine couldn’t have one single bit 
of evidence to back his wild talk.” 

“You’re wrong, Denver!” Raine said 
grimly. “Havin’ Nate Hosmer keep in such 
fine physical condition that he could race 
across this desert barefoot or with Indian 
moccasins on his feet, after those robberies, 
was a clever twist, I’ll admit. But mighty 
few crooks are ever as clever as they think 
they are.” 

“Tell a jury that the stage bandit ran off 
across the desert, barefoot, and you’ll get 
laughed out of the court room!” Denver 
hooted. 

“I doubt that,” Raine said flatly. “You 
see, Denver, all I have to do is demand that 
doctors examine Nate Hosmer as soon as 
he’s locked up. His perfect physical 
condition, plus the thick, tough skin on the 
soles of his feet constant trainin’ over rocky 
ground has put there, will prove my claims.”  

With a scream that would have done 
credit to a she puma, Sandra Hosmer leaped B
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at the ranger. Her pointed nails ripped skin 
and flesh from Raine’s face before he could 
pedal back, start fending the girl off. He saw 
Nate Hosmer coming at him then, fists 
cocked, shiny eyes cold and alert! 

 
ATE HOSMER came gliding in, 
smooth and fast. He growled when 

Sandra got in his way, sweeping her aside 
with a powerful shove. The girl tripped on a 
rug, screamed as she toppled. Her husband 
checked a punch he had started to throw at 
the ranger’s bloody face, glancing sidewise 
as Sandra struck the floor on her back, bright 
head thumping hard. And in that instant Nate 
Hosmer must have thought the house fell on 
him, for Raine stepped in, right hand gun 
slamming down savagely across the bruiser’s 
head. 

But Raine’s slashing gun had barely sent 
Nate Hosmer tumbling when bullets came at 
him from across the room. Blake Denver and 
Gus Dugger had scooped up their weapons, 
and were blazing away! A bullet ripped 
across Raine’s side, throwing him off 
balance. He dropped to his knees, wincing 
when another bullet popped through the long 
hair beside his neck. 

Raine snapped a shot at Gus Dugger, 
missed, and sat down hard when a bullet tore 
the hat from his head. He thumbed another 

shot at Dugger, and saw the tough spill 
backwards, blood spewing from his face. 
The ranger’s guns and angry eyes swung on 
Blake Denver then, who bleated like a stuck 
sheep and threw away a smoking gun he had 
been trying to aim with his left hand. 

 N “Don’t shoot!” Denver yelled. 
“You yellow whelp!” Raine growled. 
Blake Denver sat down so hard he shook 

the floor. He gulped in relief when Raine 
backed over to the door and stood there. The 
ranger looked out at the pale light of a new 
day breaking, then leaned against the door 
and faced his prisoners. He saw that Blake 
Denver was watching him guardedly, and 
caught a sly look in the fat man’s hooded 
eyes. 

“Way you’re bleedin’, you’re shot up 
pretty bad, ain’t you, Raine?” Denver asked 
cautiously. 

“I’m wounded, sure,” Raine answered. 
“But I’ll make out allright until sunup.” 

“Sunup?” Denver echoed, surprised. 
“Sunup,” Raine nodded solemnly. 

“Sheriff Sam Dunn is to be here at sunup. So 
quit hopin’ I’ll pass out, and give you a 
chance to escape, noose-bait!”  

Blake Denver turned pale as he lifted a 
shaking hand to tug at his collar, as if he 
could already feel the noose at his throat! 

 
 

 
 


